Recruiting highly
skilled employees
from abroad

WORKINDENMARK.DK

We are pleased to have worked with Workindenmark
for a number of years. They always provide a high service
level when sharing our vacant positions and help to ensure
diversity in the applications we receive.
Mikkel Stephansen
Head of Recruitment
& HR Administration

MAERSK OIL

Strengthen your position in the
competition for highly skilled candidates
– partner with Workindenmark
We focus on attracting and recruiting highly skilled
candidates from abroad and match more than 6,000
international candidates with Danish companies each year.
Workindenmark offers to:
	make your vacancies visible to international candidates
	attract suitable international candidates
	assist in the recruitment process
	provide relevant information on international recruitment
at workindenmark.dk

Greater visibility ensures
competent candidates
Within the EU, the competition for highly skilled employees is growing.
Attracting highly skilled employees to Denmark requires a focused effort.
As your collaborative partner, we help make your vacancies visible to
international candidates, reaching out to a larger number of qualified
candidates.

We do that by:
	advertising your vacancies at workindenmark.dk
	presenting your vacancies at job fairs abroad
	contacting suitable candidates and drawing their attention
to the vacancies at your company
	presenting you to qualified profiles from our CV bank

Kamstrup has cooperated with Workindenmark for years and
Workindenmark is a valuable strategic partner in our quest for
international candidates . Workindenmark delivers both great
insight in the international candidate market and relevant
recruitment channels, as well as many international top candidates,
which we have chosen to employ.
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Michael Stubbe
Vice President HR

Kamstrup

A strong network
To identify qualified candidates and secure the right match for your company, we benefit
from being part of an EU-wide network of more than 1,000 recruitment consultants.

Rikke Voldsgaard Risager
Vice President of Human
Resources & Internal Services

Blue Ocean Robotics

We are so happy about our collaboration with Workindenmark
in procuring the brightest talents in Robot Development.
Workindenmark makes a remarkable difference for both
Blue Ocean Robotics and the Robot cluster in Odense.

New talents and
experienced specialists
Workindenmark has considerable experience in matching both larger and smaller
companies with just the right candidates. We can help you, whether you look for new
talents, experienced specialists or other highly skilled employees.
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We think globally…
Workindenmark has many years’ experience in locating highly skilled
candidates abroad, and we are used to working internationally.

The figures speak for themselves
On an annual basis,
	we advertise around 8,000 vacancies which get
more than one million views in total
	we meet more than 4,000 candidates at job fairs abroad
	we match in excess of 6,000 highly skilled candidates
with Danish vacancies
	approximately 20,000 candidates create a CV in our CV bank

Nuevolution is a midsized biotech company, based in Copenhagen;
however we have program and development partners working globally.
For attracting high quality talent to our organization, we are relying on
partnerships equivalent to the one we have with Workindenmark.
The enthusiasm and professional supporting attitude of
Workindenmark gives us the confidence that we can rely on a local
partner operating in the same way we do; globally.
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Ton Berkien
Chief Business Officer

Nuevolution

…and assist locally
It is important that your new employee settles in and gets off to a good start.

Workindenmark offers:
	help with the necessary paperwork through International Citizen Services
(ICS) in Copenhagen, Aarhus, Odense and Aalborg
	“Welcome to Denmark”, a booklet with all relevant information on living
and residing in Denmark
	job search seminars and e-learning courses on job search in Denmark
– relevant for spouses/partners
	a hotline service with Danish and English-speaking staff

Workindenmark advertises around 8,000 vacancies
which get more than one million views in total
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Professional
and efficient service
Workindenmark is a professional public service available
to any company that needs help finding highly skilled staff
from abroad.
We work closely with large, global companies and small
companies that are about to go international.
Our aim is to make it faster and easier for private companies
and public organisations to find the staff they need – and
make sure that both parties benefit from the match.
Workindenmark is a company that operates under
the Danish Ministry of Employment.

Workindenmark West

+45 72 22 33 60

Contact us to learn how we can help
– and visit workindenmark.dk and LinkedIn

Workindenmark South

+45 72 22 33 30

Workindenmark East		

+45 72 22 33 00

workindenmark@workindenmark.dk

THE EUROPEAN UNION
The European Social Fund

Investing in your future

